CENTRE LIST FOR
B.B.A. SECOND & FOURTH SEMESTER EXAM

**CENTRE : 525 : MAHARISHI ARVIND GOVT. COLLEGE, GOHAD, BHIND
552 : OASIS IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, GOHAD, BHIND

**CENTRE : 572 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, DATIA
574 : SHRI RAWATPURA SARKAR SNATAK MAHAVIDHYALAY, DATIA
580 : RAS J B COLLEGE, DATIA
583 : COLLEGE OF ADVANCE STUDIES, DATIA

**CENTRE : 591 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, GUNA
597 : Y.V.S.COLLEGE, GUNA
599 : INST. OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCE, GUNA

**CENTRE : 593 : GOVT. COLLEGE, AARON, GUNA
593 : GOVT. COLLEGE, AARON, GUNA

**CENTRE : 595 : GOVT. GOVT. COLLEGE, CHACHODA, BEENAGANJ, GUNA
603 : MALWA COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, CHACHODA, BEENAGANJ

**CENTRE : 612 : GOVT. M.L.B. COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE, GWALIOR
612 : GOVT. M.L.B. COLLEGE OF EXCELLENCE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 614 : MADHAV COLLEGE, GWALIOR
614 : MADHAV COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 620 : MAHARAJA MANSINGH COLLEGE, GWALIOR
620 : MAHARAJA MANSINGH COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 613 : S.M.S. GOVT. MODEL SCI. COLLEGE, GWALIOR
709 : ADITYA COLLEGE, CITY CENTRE, GWALIOR
747 : L.M.R. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, GWALIOR
750 : OPTIMUS COLLEGE OF HIGHER STUDIES, GWALIOR
879 : SHRI KRISHAN INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 628 : BOSTON COLLEGE, GWALIOR
628 : BOSTON COLLEGE, GWALIOR
650 : SUBHASH CHANDRA BOSS COLLEGE, GWALIOR
655 : MAULANA AZAD INSTITUTE OF PROF. STUDIES, GWALIOR
705 : VIJAYARAJE INST. OF SCIENCE & MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
725 : J B INSTITUTE OF TECH. AND MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
727 : OXFORD COLLEGE, GWALIOR
754 : MODEL COLLEGE, GWALIOR
762 : B.V.M. COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT EDUCATION, GWALIOR
**CENTRE : 629 : GOVT. VRINDA SAHAY P.G. COLLEGE, DABRA
756 : INDIRA INFORMATION INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, DABRA
926 : MAA BHAGWATI COLLEGE, BHITARWAR

**CENTRE : 633 : G.I.C.T., GWALIOR
633 : G.I.C.T., GWALIOR
640 : THE CITY COLLEGE, GWALIOR
703 : B.V.M.COLLEGE OF TECH. & MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
728 : G.I.T.M. COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 652 : B.I.M.R. COLLEGE OF LIFE SCIENCE, GWALIOR
752 : GURUKUL INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, GWALIOR
757 : SUNWAY COLLEGE, GWALIOR
761 : B.J.S. COLLEGE, GWALIOR
763 : S.V.I.T.M. COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 654 : PRESTIGE COLLEGE, GWALIOR
654 : PRESTIGE COLLEGE, GWALIOR
716 : MAHARAJA INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY, GWALIOR
717 : PRESTON COLLEGE, GWALIOR
749 : VIKRANT INST. OF INTEGRATED LEARNING & ADVANCE STUDIES,GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 662 : INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, GWALIOR
662 : INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES, GWALIOR
669 : JAIN COLLEGE, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 670 : I.A.S.C.A. COLLEGE, SITHOLI, GWALIOR
659 : ITM SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT, SITHOLI, GWALIOR
670 : I.A.S.C.A. COLLEGE, GWALIOR
878 : DREAMVALLEY COLLEGE FOR GIRLS, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 682 : INSTITUTE OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR
682 : INSTITUTE OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT, JIWAJI UNIVERSITY, GWALIOR

**CENTRE : 811 : RISHI GALAV COLLEGE, MORENA
828 : SHRI VAISHNAV COLLEGE OF MANAGEMENT, MORENA
830 : JAI MATA DI MAHAVIDHYALAY, MORENA

**CENTRE : 806 : GOVT. COLLEGE PORSAMORENA
821 : R.V.S. COLLEGE, JOTAI ROAD, PORSAMORENA

**CENTRE : 807 : GOVT. NEHRU COLLEGE, SABALGARH, MORENA
819 : MAA SHANTI DEVI COLLEGE, KUTGAON, SABALGARH, MORENA

**CENTRE : 851 : GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, SHEOPURKALAN
707 : RAJEEV GANDHI MEMORIAL COLLEGE, BARODA, SHEOPUR
850 : VINAYAK COLLEGE, SHEOPURKALAN

**CENTRE : 861 : S.M.S. GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, SHIVPURI
861 : S.M.S. GOVT. P.G. COLLEGE, SHIVPURI
928 : AMBIKA COMPUTERS & MANAGEMENT EDUCATION, SHIVPURI